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The investigation that I wish to outline here originated in the
military need of forecasting detection p r obabilities of underwater
acoustic emitters, in case s in which only a somewhat general idea
of the sound speed profile i s available, based, for example, on a
known geographical location and average sound speed behaviour at
a given time of year .

Since detection of a distant object is

the objective, only very fa i nt signals enter -

certainly nothing

that could produce the non-linear effects, shock-waves, etc . ,
that have been discussed in many of the paper s reported here.
Evidently the object of pre s e nt interest is not this or that
result of meticulously accurate computations based on exact
knowledge of the sound speed

c

as a function of position, but

more general facts that are relatively stable -

i.e., are not

radically altered by slight changes in the function

c.

Moreover,

it is not only necessary that the stable evaluations be rather rough
approximations (since we cannot know values of
future enemy operations except roughly ) -

c

in an area of

but this is sufficient

for military applications.
These requirements lead us in two directions:
~eralities:

quantitative

mathematically this means theorems rather than

detailed computations; and a statistical attribute of the results.
Our situation suggests a similar one in the quantitative study of
those other complex physical systems, composed of the molecules of

*

The investigation reported he r e grew out of an earlier phase, s upported by the
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a gas; and just as statistical mechanics bases its methods on
Hamiltonian theory, phase-space and its integral invariants,
so we shall find,

rather surprisingly, that similar branches of

classical mathematics will play an essential part in our
investigations.
It is not too surprising that the methodology of classical
Hamiltonian dynamics should enter our problems of hydro-acoustic
propagation~

mathematics does not know the difference between

Fermat's principle of least time and Maupertuis' principle of
least

action~

which led immediately to the Hamiltonian theory,

But let us start from the beginning,
Our starting point is D I Alembert I s wave equation in the velocity potential
\] 2 ~ - ~tt / c

2

= 0

(with possible slight modification in derivatives of lower order)
together with the energy density expression

and the energy flux vector

Note that we are using the absolute values, to allow for complex
wave functions

~,

We recall that for every

c

which is a function

of geometrical position and is independent of time

t, the wave

equation has a consequence that an equation of continuity is
satisfied; i.e., that

oE/ot + \].F = 0 .
Geometrical acoustics is a valid approximation at sufficiently
high frequencies:

w» c/depth, where

w= 2" X frequency.

The

element which transports hydro-acoustic energy is the travelling
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~

that is, a solution of the wave equation of the form

~,

\)J

= uf [Ul (t - S) ] ,

Here the function

S = S(x,y, z)

f = f (x)

must be defined for all

monochromatic steady state propagation, we take
for an infinite pulse,
The coefficient

u

x.

f (x) = e

\)J

For
, while

f(x) = o(x), the Dirac delta function, etc.

depends on x, y,

z, t, and even

w; but it is

thought of as varying "slowly" with these quantities.
above
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When the

is inserted in the wave equation and only terms in

w2

retained, the eikonal equation is obtained,

A solution

S

S(x,y,z) of this, when set equal to a constant

has for locus a wave front; and the family of such loci: S(x.y,z) =t
is a moving surface as the time
the travelling wave.

t

increases -the wave front of

In space-time it is a characteristic

hypersurface of the wave equation.
The eikonal equation has, in its turn, characteristic manifolds,
the bicharacteristics of the wave equation or. rays.
-- theory of all these relations

The classical

known for well over a century

gives us the rule for writing the differential equations of the
latter.

We replace

aS/ox, etc., in the eikonal equation by

etc. , and set

p,
x

H

so that the eikonal equation could be written as
write the system of six differential equations
dx

dr=-Hpx

dp

x

-H x

dp

....:..L
-H
Y

dp

z

-H z

H = O.

Then we

where the denominators are the parti al derivatives of

H

with

respect to the six independent variables
T is a parameter.
Clearly the equations for the
canonical

bi c ha r acteristics are ln Hamilton's

form ~

dx

=p , etc.,
x

dr

dp
x
""(fi="""

oH
OX

=

o

ox

I

, etc .

2c 2

They are the equations of the motion of a particle of unit mass,
solicited by a force derived from the potential
to a "time" parameter
and

1"

1'.

_1 / 2c

2

,

referred

We shall call it the pseudo-particle

the pseudo-time.

If in these equations the three "momentum" variables

Px,Py,Pz

are eliminated, we find a system of three differential equations
of the second order.
variable

dT

If, finally, we replace the independent

by the physical time

t

by means of the relation

2

d1" = c dt, our equations become identical with the differential
equations of the rays,

S ds / c

as obtained by minimizing the time

in Fermat's principle.

Further relationships now become clear : We have
=

cos

a/ c,

cos a

p

x

=

dx / dT = dx / cds

being the first direction cosine, etc.

"momenta" are directional quantities along the rays.
velocity is seen to be

ds / d T = 1 / c

= V,

Thus the

The pseudo -

the refractive index.

This is all part of the wave- particle complementarity, which worried
physicists as far back as the Newton- Huygens

arguments about light.

What is the relationship between the rays and the hydro-acoustic
energy?

The answer is given by going back to the expressions for the

density of energy

E

and its flux vector density

by its travelling wave expression.
of

F,

and replacing

On discarding lower

powers

wand then using the eikonal equation, we find simple expressions

for these quantities in terms of the intensity
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the

fact

that

the energy flux v ector

F

(px' Py' pz),

of the tangent to the rays, becomes

that is,

is in t he direction of the momentum

evident from this substitution .

E,F

obeyed by

Finally, the equation of continuity

leads to the following one in the present picture:

If the pseudo-time

T

is used instead of

t,

and if

Px' Py' Pz

are regarded as the components of a fluid velocity field (based on
the function

S

we are using),

then the energy (in these units)

obeys the classical equation of continuity .
We may forecast one of our results in the following terms:

If in

the above picture of a spatial flow, the fluid were incompressible,
then the energy density would be a "first integral " of the ray
equations;

i oe . , it would remain constant along each ray, so that,

by tracing it to its source (the emitter) where its value is
regarded as known, we would have its value at the
of interest (the detector).
problem.

point in space

This would enormously simplify our

But since the above flow in

x y z - space is very far from

incompressible, the above method is totally inapplicable[ 1 J.

However,

by using, not a single travelling wave, but a statistical ensemble
of such waves, randomly out of phase, we can easily establish an
equation of continuity in the 5-dimensional "space" of values of
the six v a riables (x,y,z, Px,Py,pz) which satis f y the equation
H ~= O.
Now the Hamiltonian theory comes to ou r ai d, showing that
this flow in 5-dimensions is incompressible.

This is the

consequence of Liouville's theorem,of fundamental importance in
classical statistical mechani c s .

Therefore the energy density is

constant along each bi-characteristic, or ray in the 5-dimension
representation.
The "model" of the action of the ocean in transmitting acoustic
energy over long ranges from an emitter of naval interest to a
receiver, experiencing all the random viscissitudes of the
environment as well as of these two objects, is a statistical

l of travelling waves Wn ' and only approaches a
n
single one (a point source, plane wave, etc.) in the limit.
ensemble tw

It happens that for the present purpose it is easier to deal with the
ensemble (however near to its limit) than the limit itself.

There is a two-fold situation that may appear paradoxical :

First,

the sum of two travelling waves is not in general a travelling
wave and does not have a wave front in the usual sense.

This fact,

which should be evident from the analytical expressions, has too
frequently been overlooked and has l e d to errors in some standard
text books in acoustics.

Second, in spite of the inapplicability

of the wave front picture, the ray picture and the Hamiltonian
form of the equations continue to be valid.

Moreover, the additivity

of energies transmitted along several intersecting rays is an
immediate consequence of their corresponding to travelling waves
that are randomly out of phase.

If they were in phase their

amplitudes would add vectorially :

there would be interference.

This is not observed under the physical conditions of our military
situation, with its multi - path reception, etc . , lending support to
the validity of our model.
From the ensemble
and

F,

\
\ ,1.
't'n l

the

E

which were functions of position only, to corresponding

quantities which depend
Let

we are led to the replacement of

(dV)

on ray direction (momentum) as well.

be an element of volume in the

D

x y z - space and let

be a direction (a point on the unit sphere).

If

(dD)

is an

elementary cone of directions (elementary area on the sphere)
containing

D,

we shall select the sub-ensemble of

of those waves whose i ndividual wave fronts at
direction in

(dD) .

(dV) ;

have a

but the results depend only

infinitesimally on its exact choice.
(dV)

Consider the sum of energies

contributed by all the members of the sub-ensemble

to quantities of higher order, it is
and the area

dD,

E dV dD

=

\ ~ n\':

proportional to the volume

dV

and may be written as
E ( x, y, z, p x' p y' p z ) dV dD

where, of course,
The coefficient

consisting

To be precise, this has to be required at some

chosen reference point in
in

(dV)

\ iii n \ '

Px' Py' Pz'
E

are the components of the vector

Dl c -

in this expression is the energy density per unit

5-volume in the phase-space

M5 -

When integrated over the whole unit

sphere it gives the energy density of the radiation field in ordinary
3-space.
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A corresponding d efinition is g iven f or the energy f lux density
in

Then by an additive process, starting with the ordin ary

M5 •

equations of continuity for the individual elements

in o ur

~n

ensemble, and making obvious assumptions about the latter, an
equation of continuity in the phase space

is obtained.

M 5

We give only one result at this point :

Let

o f surface in ordinary 3-space and

an element of directions.

If

D

e

in

is the angle between the normal to

dS

dD, the rate of flow of energy across

of ray directions in
E cos

where

dD

dS

E

e

dD

be an element
and the direction

dS

due to the waves

is given by

dS dD

is the value calculated at a reference point in

and the direction

D.

[Note that any change in

D

and

dS
dD

during the elementary tim e

dr

order effect on the flux. ]

This result corresponds to the

following:

considered has only a higher

Normal to
dS

Momentum
dD

1

(?

=

cos

e dS

dD

We shall find an invariantive expression for the

cos

e

2

dS dD / c ,

which will lead to the desired conclusion of the behaviour of
E

along each ray.

We return to our Hamiltonian equations.

The six first-order

differential equations determine one and only one integral curve
through each point of the six dimensional phase space of the
variables
variable

x, y, z, Px' Py' Pz'
T

Furthermore, as the independent

increases, each point moves continuously along its

integral curve (the ray).

This gives rise to a c ontinuous one-

parameter group of transformations

a IIflow ll

•

Liollville1s

theorem declares that this flow is incompressible.
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The only part of t he six-d i men sion a l phase space is the subspace

M5

of five dimension s defined by t he equation

M

=

Since the Hamiltonian

H

o

is a r J f ":: t, integral it remains

c onstant along each integral curve .

Therefore the locus

M5

is invariant in the flow, and contains the whole of every
integral curve containing a

point in common with it .

there is produced a flow 1n the sub-phase-space

M5 "

Thus
As a

corollary of Liouville1s theorem it too is conservative.
The concept of integral invariant was developed at the end of
the last century by H.

poincar ~ [ 21

i n c onn ec tion with d y n amical

s ystems, and greatly extended and given wide applications
E . Car t an [ 3 l

in th e

ea r ly d ec ade s of this century .

simplest forms it is a familiar notion:

by

.In its

the density

p

of a

fluid, when integrated over any given volume of the latter,
remains invariant during the flow, since the mass it represents
is conserved.

In a perfect fluid, the integral, around a closed

curve drawn in the fluid, of the tangential component of the
velocity, i s invariant during the flow:

this is Lagrange's

theorem of the cons·tancy of "circulation", which is basic to his
theory, as well as to Helmholtz's theory of vortices.

In this

case, for invariance, the integral has to be taken about a closed
curve:

it is called a "relative ll integral invariant.

When this

condition is unnecessary, the invariance is call.ed "absolute".
An example of an absolute integral invariant is obtained by
applying Stokes' theorem to the circulation, thus expressing the
circulation as a surface integral of the normal component of the
curl

of

the velocity -

the vorticity (tourbillon).

The Hamiltonian theory gives us a set of integral invariants,
starting with the basic relative one .
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Setting

and using the no t ation

dO

f or the curl, and bracketed product

for llouterll or Gra ssmann proauct (actually a determinant operation) we have the serie s

J

[dO dO]

=

4

f

u
5

dS 5

The existence of the six-dimensional one is simply the statement
of Liouville's theorem, and the five- dimensional one is a direct
consequence.

The lldensityll

u

in the latter case can be

computed as a simple single-valued expression in terms of the

H.

6-gradient of

For our purposes the integrand of the four-dimensional integral
invariant is of particular importance because of its simple
geometrical interpretation.
4-dimensional element in

We have, in fact, when the

M5

is taken as the pair

(dS, dD)

used before, that
=

2
c

"2"'

cos

e

dS dD

This is de r ived from the expression for the quantity

where each bracket is the Jacobian determinant of the indicated
quantities with respect to the four parameters in the
representation of the surface element in question.
Since,as we have seen, the flux of energy across the above
element is given by
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and since as stated before, this flux is the i ntegr an d of a n
integral invariant -

by the c o n s e r vati on of energy -

it follows

by the general th e ory ( a ctually by Cartan's theorem) that th e
r atio,
ray.

namely

E

i f.;

a scalar invarian-t , const,ant along each

By referring it b ack t o its point of c ontact with the

emitter, its valu e can be d etermi n e d .

By do i ng thi s for each

ray through the receiver, t ,he tot al energy received can be found
by integration.
of

E

Since one usu ally assume s the initial values

at the receiver constant? the above process reduces to

that of finding the solid angle subtended at the receiver by the
directions of those rays which connect it with the emitter.
The most limited view of

above result s is that we have

t~he

established the validity of a ray tracing p r ocess i n the cas e
of a general sound speed function

c

= c (x , y, z) 14 1.

Actua ll y we

have done mor e, we hav e laid the ba s is for a statistical
treatm e nt of perturb at ions of the syst,em.

But this cannot

profitabl y be discussed in its general terms in this Conference } so
we shall sample it in a simple special case below.

Before leaving

this subj ect , it is noted that when our equat;ions are wr i tten in
general curvilinear coordi nates , our den sit ies become multiplied
by the factor

ft'

where

g

is the determinant of the mat,rix

of coeff ic ients in the general expression for the l e ngth squared J
ds 2

fl

•

=

With coordinates appropriate to cylindrical spreading,
for spherical spreading .,

1';

fl = r2 sin 8,

etc.

This in

combination with the invariance o f the energy density
automatically introduces the appropriate spreading factors,
l / r, 1 /r 2

,

etc ,

Finally, we note that in our use of integral invariants, they
are understood in Cartan's sense

" sliding invariants",

remaining c onstant when all points are slid an arbitrary amount
along the integral curves, without requiring to be moved to
sync hronous point s, as required by the Poincare.

conception.

We tu r n now, to illustrate the ideas graphically, to the special
case (to which so much of present ray-tracing is confined!) in
which we have a "fixed pro fi le!!, with c d e pending on depth alone,
c = c(z).

'fhen, as is generally known , th e equations can be

integrated explicitly, requiring, h owever, a set of numerical
integrations of numerically given functions.
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For purposes of

illustration, we shall exhi bit the phenomena graphically, aft e r
the easy reduction s have b een made .
The first reduction in this cas e replaces the geometrical 3-spac e
by a vertical plane, the

(x,z) plan e or , more appropriately to

cylindrical spreading, the
a nd equation

H= 0

3-dimensional one,

(r,z) plane . The two momenta

(Pr' p)

show that the phase-space becomes a
instead of

M3

This makes it possible

M5 •

to draw diagrams of it on paper.
The next simplification when c=c{z)

is the validity of Snell 1 s

law in the large, which states that

is constant along each

ray.

w,

is called the

M3

having a given Snell

Pr
This constant, which we denote by

Snell constant.

The set of all rays in

constant are on the locus of the equation

This makes it convenient to use, for specifying points in
the three coordinates

This

M3

M3

,

is shown in Fig. I

drawn with these three coordinates as rectangular.
This is not a tank of water (r,z) plane

the ocean is represented as the

but, if a tank of anything, a tank of phase space.

But the flow in

M3

is

incompressible.

Since the above equation,
w, does not contain

r,

g iv e n the fixed Snell constant value
its locus is a horizontal cylindrical

surface whose elements are parallel to the axis of
with this value of

w

Each ray

r.

winds around the cylinder in helix-like

fashion.
Let a plane be drawn perpendicular to the r-axis.
the rays in one and only one

point.

It cuts all

As the value of

r

at its

intersection increases, i.e., as the plane is moved along the
r axis and always perpendicular to it, the points of intersection
of a given ray move in this plan e; such a ,plane is called the
surface of section, and was introduced in the study of dynamical
systems by

H.

Poinca r~,

and later by G.D. Birkhof fan d the

~lU thoi 5J, Th e tr ans formation in duc e d by the rays when
275

r

is

changed, as described above , can be pictured as a flow in the
plane .

During this flow, the representative point of each ray

moves about its curve of given Snell constant .
is

l

incompressibl~ .

i nvariant

dO,

Finally, th e flow

This is a consequence of the sliding integral
whi c h, when evaluated on a region of the

surface of section, is equal to its area.
Since, as in the more general case, energy flux is a constant
a long the rays, the application of the relations just outlined
can serve as a basis for the study of propagation, showing
shadow zones, etc .

It may b e noted that caustics have di s appeared

in this representation; they re-a ppear only when we project sets
of rays of

M3

onto the

(r,z)

plane .

A ca se of great practical importance is that in which the ranges
are very large -

quite a number of ray periods.

Then the

practical uncertainty of the exact lengths of periods leads to
the replacement of the energy flux den sity by its average ove r
a period.

Either on this basis, or by reasoning based on

"ergodic mixing", we are led to consider an energy flux density,
which depends on the Snell constant

w

only,

and therefore

has the path curves on the surface of section as its level lines .
Wi th a slightly higher degree of perturbing influences, this flux
becomes essentially constant over those parts of the surface of
section where long- range propagation is not intercepted (by
underw a t er

obstructions, etc.)

and zero over the latter parts.

Then the acoustic power born by a bundle of rays is proportional
to the (invariant) area in which it is cut by the surface of
section.

On reducing the picture back into geographical space

the spreading factor comes out of the equ ations automatically.
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This provides the justification of the standard
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The simplified picture (given in ,so

ma n y treatments) of the

" limiting critical ray" composed of two tangent circles, one
above and one below the horizontal ray, is derived from the
two-line "approximation" to the acoustic profile.
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Unfortunately,

for this

picture, the differential equations determining

the rays involve the derivative of the profile as
coefficients .

Since the two-line lIapproximationl! has no

derivative at the point at which this critical ray is
constructed, it is difficult to understand the logic of
the construction.
Instances of the surface of section are shown in Fig . 2
(one duct) and Fig. 3 (two ducts).
of the 2 --dimensional flow,
constant

These show the lines

along each of which the Snell

w has a fixed value.

They enclose the ducts.

In the two duct case, they intersect at the point of maximum
sound speed, corresponding to the unstable horizontal ray,
approached asymptotically by its ne i ghbours (with increasing
or with decreasing range.

In Fig. 2 we have heavily

shaded the region at which the emitter injects its energy .
Since the vertical dimensions of the emitter are small in
comparison with the depth, the region is a slender band.
Its horizontal extent is wide since this corresponds to the
directions (or momentum values) at which it emits power.
For a point source, the band would shrink up to a
horizontal line segment.
Figure 4 shows the effect of an underwater obstruction,
with a key to the calculation on the left, which refers
back to the surface of section.

Time does not permit us to

go into details here; we merely note that the fraction
intercepted by the obstruction is the horizontal interval
through which the ray (in rz-space) can be moved and still
cut the obstruction, divided by the ray period.
Figure 0 shows a graphical method of exhibiting the sourceto-duct coupling.

The case shown is that of a single duct

under an inversion layer, and assumes perfect specular reflec tion (plUS phase randomization) at the water's surface.

One

may think of the whole diagram as reflection in the latter
surface (method of images, or "Lloyd's mirror"), whereupon
it resembles the case of three ducts separated by two unstable
horizontal rays.

Again the thin horizontal band shows the
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energy injected by the emitter , it s heavily shaded part
being that portion that survives bottom absorption and
can undergo long range propagation.

Their ratio might be

called the "source-to-duct coupling factor".

At the

receiver is drawn a horizontal band representing what it
can receive (or, by reversal of path, emit).

The dotted

part of the receiver band shows the part of the emitted
energy that reaches the receiver.

Clearly the fraction

of emitted power reaching the receiver is not even
approximately equal to the product of an emitter coupling
factor (determined by its depth) times a receiver coupling
factor (determined by its depth):

g iventhe acoustic profile,

the fraction in question is a function of two variables (the
two depths);

but not a product of two functions of one

variable each.

DISCUSSION
The author stated that the theory would have to be reworked
for the 5-dimensional case when applied to a range-dependent
sound-speed profile.

Also, since a flat bottom was assumed

in the theory, it would have to be modified if that were not
the case.
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